To Awn a Dragon

oming from the creature's nostrils, the boy leaning in as
re dragon ascended over a pleasant village. And I remem-

it would

be like to own a dragon, to
e across the monster's spine, inching toward its neck as
er wondering what

re beast jolted into flight, thrusting through the milky
retext for heaven that glows over Houston/ up and above
re weather where my dragon and I could watch lightning
ght ltself into exhaustion.

OUR

it is a father

It

rd I never stopped to question why one of these characters
'asn't living in our house. I don't say this out of self-pity,

in a way I don't miss having a father any more than
miss having a dragon. But in another way, I find myself

ecause

'ondering

if I missed out on something important.

What I mean

is

that by design, within the laws of nature,

man and a woman join and make kids, and at least you

ould assume the father is supposed to stick around and
:ach his kids to carve a turkey at Thanksgiving or whatever

makes you wonder

if just having

a dad

around_just

idea God in heaven wanted to offer as a gift. Lately, I have
been curious about what that something is, and whether
or

I

I have seen them in the malls and in the coffee
rops, but these were characters in other people's stories,

it may have never happened

his being there reading the morning paper and smoking cigars
at poker with his friends and having him read you a story
at
night-you were supposed to understand something, some

book about a dragon or a troll under a bridge. For me a
rther is nothing more than a character in a fairy tale. And
know fathers are not like dragons in that fathers actually
rist, but I don't remember feeling that a father existed for

:ores, and
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to you, either.

not

I know they are real people. I have seen them on televion, and sliding their arms around their women in grocery

Dragon

teaches a kid. But, that never happened to me,

and if you are reading this book

I bring this up because in writing some thoughts about
father, or not having a father, I feel as though I am writing

re.
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a person

could understand it even if his father took off

LEARNED A great deal about myself while watching a
documentary a few years ago about elephants in a wildlife
trust in Africa. There were twenty-five elephants, alr of them
orphans, and they had been brought to the trust twenty
years before. They were becoming teenagers_in elephant
years. The girls were adequate, getting along with
the other
elephants, but there were a few boys who were causing
a
great deal of trouble. The narrator talked about the frustra-

tions these few elephants were feeling because they had
gone into early musth cycles, which showed up as green
a
pus running down their right hind leg. This phase produced
aggressive and violent behavioq, the elephant equivalent

of

sexual frustration.
The narrator in the documentary said the elephant musth
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cycle begins in adolescence, and normally lasts only

)UR PRABL|.M: To

a

few days.

I wasn't sure how to manage myself how to talk to a woman,

But among these orphans, the musth cycle was disrupted and
had become unusually long. These elephants were taking out

how to build a career, how

their aggression on rhinos that bathed at a local mud pool.
An elephant would slowly lumber down to the pool, enter

alone.

near a rhino, then spear it through the side with his tusks.
The elephant would then lean his gargantuan forehead into

the head of the rhino, holding the beast underwater until it
drowned. The filmmakers followed these orphan elephants,
who were always on their own, staggering about the wildlife
refugg fueled by a pent-up aggression they couldn,t understand. They weren't acting like elephants-they didn,t know

what an elephant was supposed to do with all his energy, all
his muscle.

Occasionally,

two elephants in musth would

meet,
and the encounter was always violent, going so far as to
uproot trees in the fray of their brawl. When both beasts,
bloodied, lumbered their separate ways alone-without a

family, without

tribe-I

couldn't help but identify. I have
never killed a rhino, or much of anything for that matter, but
a

there have been times in my life when i didn't know exactly
how to be. I mean, there were feelings, sometimes anger,
sometimes depression, sometimes raging lust, and I was never

sure what any of

it

was about. I just felt like killing some-

body, or sleeping with some girl, or decking a guy in a bar,
and I didn't know what to do with any of these feelings. Life
was a confusing series of emotions rubbing against events.
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to-well,

be a man.

To me, life was something you had to stumble through

It

wasn't something you enjoyed or conquered, it
was something that happened to you, and you didn,t have a
whole lot of say about the way it turned out. you just acted
out your feelings and hoped you'd never get caught.
Watching television that night, however, the narrator began to speak of a kind of hope for these elephants.
Elephant development, apparently, begins very early. Female
elephants are only capable of having children once every

two years, and during those two years between babies, the
young are cared for obsessively by their mothers. They are
fed, sheltered, loved, and guided in their learning of basic
survival.

It is only at the first musth

cycle that a young male

elephant leaves his mother and enters into the African wild,
searching for a mentoq a guide. The green pus running down
his hind leg and his smell like fresh-cut grass alerts an older,
fully mature male, that this is a young elephant in need

of guidance. Upon finding a mentor, the young elephant,s
musth cycle ends. The older and younger begin to travel
together, to find food together, to protect each other-the
older one teaching the younger what elephant strength is
foq, and how to use it for the benefit of himself and the
tribe.
Watching television that night, I wondered

if

humans
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aren't like that, too. I began to wonder if we guys weren,t
designed to have a fatheq, whose very presence would
cause
us to understand more accuratery what our muscre is for,
what we are supposed to do with our energy.

Chapter Three

You have to wondeq don,t you? Some statistics state as
many as 85 percent of the guys in prison grew up without
a
dad. This is sobering to me.

And so watching the documentary, I began to wonder if
those of us without dads aren't making mistakes in our
lives
we wouldn't make if we had a father to guide us. I wondered

if

there isn't a better paradigm for our existence_a way
of being men, a way each of us could truly embrace if it
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were instilled in us by a man who spoke with altruism
and
authority. I wondered if people who grow up with great
fathers don't walk around with a subconscious sense they
are wanted on this planet, that they belong, and the
world
needs them. And I wondered this: Is there practical
infor_
mation we are supposed to know about work, women, deci_

sions, authority, leadership, marriage, and family that
we
would have learned if there were a guide around to help us
navigate our journey? I wondered if some of the confusing
emotions I was feeling weren't a kind of suspended adolescence from which the presence of an older man mieht
have

delivered me.

he truth is, I'd rather do things my way. I thought the

confusion I felt growing up without a father was just

part of life, and there seemed to be benefits. Life was an
open range. I disliked authority figures, because they represented boundaries. And the worst were older men. For
reasons I didn't understand, I resented them. I felt as though
they wanted me to submit to their authority because they
wanted to feel powerful. But I also wanted their respect
and approval. And if I sensed disapproval, I belittled them
in my mind. I was a split person: Half of me wanted to be
mentored through life-the side, I suppose, who wanted
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